Our selection criteria


Artists are selected by Artegiro Contemporary Art and the (City Council) Comune di Conzano.

Our main selection criterion is related to the actual research project. We priviledge a rather detailed project that should be a consequence of the artist’practice and
desire to collaborate within a small community rich in history but rather isolated. The ArteGiro Artist Residency in fact is not a container but a creative and curatorial
partner to the artist.
The nature, objectives and scope of the project and its outcomes are the main factors in deciding our choice of resident artists.
It all depends on the project proposed in fact and on the artist’ interest in the participatory character that we wish to see taking place.
Selection criteria are determined by various factors amongst which the most significant are:
- The role this specific residency may play in the artist' development and career.
- The artist' interest in holding an exhibition or other art event in the small town of Conzano and if she/ he is going to be present for such event.
- The artist's ability to drive ( Conzano is at 14 km from Casale Monferrato, the nearest larger town) as well as their interest in a rich, historic and
beautiful context where however relative isolation is a characteristic.
- The artists' outlook towards their art practice and how open they wish to be towards a participatory curatorial vision
- The artist willingness to keep a residency journal and participate into the compilation of a final residency publication ( allow photography of works,
participate to some production of text such as an artist statement and bio lines).
After this first stage where the artist sends an outline with comments on the above points, we respond in writing, generally requesting more information or
suggesting a Skype or telephone interview ( at our cost ).
The selection process is rather brief and concludes with a common proposal outlining the residency project.


We don't employ an application form as such but we do request that the artist proposes a specific project keeping in mind the residency character and
its context ( please read all information in this document).

We suggest that you also look at : http://www.artegiro.com/artist_residency_2013.html , where, although superficially, some of the past residencies are outlined.

How to apply:
send your proposal outline , CV and artist statement in pdf attached to an email to artegiro@artegiro.com | our phone number in Italy is: +39 347 29
72 848 | our Skype account is : rsummooc | our postal address: Via Molino del Piano 38, 50065 Le Sieci (FI) Italy.

